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i

The starting point of the presentation that I have chosen is different 
from the ordinary one. It is customary to define mechanics as the science 
of forces, and forces as causes, which strive to produce or bring forth move-
ments. This definition, to be sure, has been quite useful in the development 
of mechanics, and it is also useful in the learning of this science when it is 
explained by way of examples of forces drawn from ordinary life. But con-
fusion accompanies this definition from which the concepts of cause and 
of striving cannot be liberated. This confusion has been shown, for exam-
ple, in the diversity of views on whether or not the principle of inertia and 
the principle of parallelogram of forces are to be considered as the results 
of experience, as axioms, or as propositions that can and must be logically 
proven. In light of the sharpness of the conclusions that mechanics otherwise 
allows, it seems to me desirable to remove such darkness from it, even if this 
is possible only by a limitation of its task. For this reason, I regard it as the 
task of mechanics to describe movements occurring in nature, and to describe 
them fully and in the simplest manner. I mean thereby to say that it is only 
a matter of indicating what the phenomena are that take place, but not of 
determining their causes. If one proceeds from this, and presupposes the 
ideas (Vorstellungen) of space, time, and matter, we arrive at the general equa-
tions of mechanics by purely mathematical considerations. We have to deal 
with the notion of force in this way also, and we are not in a position to give 
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a complete definition of it. The incompleteness of this definition does not 
lead to any ambiguity since the introduction of forces here is only a means 
to simplifying the manner of expression, to express equations in brief words, 
which, without the help of this name, would be difficult to render in words. 
Here it is enough to remove any darkness, to delimit forces such that every 
proposition of mechanics in which there is talk of forces can be translated 
into equations; and this is the path I propose to carve out.

This is Kirchhoff ’s preface to his famous Lectures on Mechanics (1874). Since 
the publication of this text, many physicists have agreed with this stand-
point, and it has generated the so-called “descriptionist school” in physics. 

Originally, the concept of force is psychologically generated from the 
feeling of power that constitutes an internal sense, and it has its origin in 
a combination of the sensations pertaining to the joints and muscles that 
accompany the movements of our limbs and bodies. When we move an 
object with our hands, a sensation of power always accompanies the move-
ment as its pre-condition: hence, we extend what we directly experience to 
the outside world, combine the concepts generated entirely out of this expe-
rience with the movements of external objects, and determine the cause of 
movement in general as power. Based on psychological observation, Galileo 
took the muscular strength of humans and animals as the paradigm of force 
in order to establish the concept apart from its particular representation 
(i.e., weight).1 Thus, the attempt to explain natural phenomena by way of 
transferring to the external world a psychological experience that we imme-
diately possess is not necessarily limited to the early period of science. Com-
mon sense does not usually escape the standpoint of anthropomorphism 
even in the present. In The Function of Judgment (Urteilsfunktion),Wilhelm 
Jerusalem, for instance, tries to explain the establishment of all knowledge 
and all judgments in terms of “the center of force” and the “expression of 
force.”2 If we look at his attempt as an explanation of the psychological orig-
ination [of the concept of force], then it looks quite reasonable. 

However, no critical methodology of science can undergird an anthropo-
morphic metaphysics—a metaphysics where we take objects in the external 
world to exist independently of any subject, have these objects mutually act 

1. Cf. Wundt 1907, 2: 309. 
2. Jerusalem 1895. 
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on one another through forces described as similar to the ones we experience, 
and then claim that natural phenomena are generated in this manner. We 
cannot possibly experience the force that acts between objects, and what we 
experience is only the relation of change (that we observe as) taking place 
in each object. Moreover, even if we were able to experience the active force 
between objects, as if it were the sense of power in ourselves, physics could 
not be established on this basis. How could a sense of power having only 
intensity be the source of the foundational concept of physics understood as 
a mathematical science? Henri Poincaré states:

Even if this direct intuition made known to us the real nature of force in 
itself, it would prove to be an insufficient basis for mechanics; it would, 
moreover, be quite useless. The important thing is not to know what force is, 
but how to measure it.… This immediate notion of effort is of no use to us in 
the measurement of force.3 

This is why physics must reject the anthropomorphic concept of force and 
substitute for it the concept of the functional relation in mathematics. This 
would represent the most important first step toward what Max Planck calls 
“emancipation from the anthropomorphic elements.” Nay, if we think one 
step further, our statement, that the experience of force in ourselves causes 
the movement of external objects, indicates only a relation that thought 
has constituted through the category of causality and does not signify any 
sort of mysterious mechanism: a fortiori, physics must eliminate force as the 
mysterious cause that enables movement. Newton has already emphasized 
that his terms, for example, “gravity,” do not express causes or methods of 
interaction, but indicate only what factually appears in the phenomena of 
movement. Nor do they comprise his speculation concerning the hidden 
causes of phenomena, but only the determinate study of facts.4 Kirchhoff ’s 
rejection of the concept of force as the cause that generates movement is an 
attempt to purge from mechanics a misunderstanding that has been added 
since Newton,5 and no one, insofar as he does not commit to the naiveté of 
anthropomorphic metaphysics, would hesitate to agree with his claim. 

3. Poincaré 1904, 108; English trans., 105–6. 
4. Mach 1883, 187. 
5. Volkmann 1910, 419.
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If that is the case, then we must ask: would eliminating the concept of 
force as “the cause that generates movement” necessarily lead to rejecting 
“explanation” as the only mission of physics and accepting “description” in 
its place? Kirchhoff rejects explanation, by which he means “uncovering the 
causes of certain phenomena,” as the mission of physics because an inelucta-
ble ambiguity accompanies the concept of cause. If, in fact, we understand 
force in anthropomorphic terms, as we mentioned above, and take it to be 
the cause of movement, then it would be an ambiguous concept that can-
not possibly be admitted to exist in physics. Nevertheless, there is absolutely 
no reason why force, or cause, should have to be understood through this 
naïve anthropomorphic interpretation. If the concept of force, as Kirchhoff 
himself claims, only expresses the functional relation pertaining to mathe-
matics, it need not include any degree of arbitrary dogmatism. Also, in fact, 
physics demands nothing more than this [point]. It hardly presupposes any 
anthropomorphic metaphysics in addition to it. Accordingly, if we change 
the concept of cause, in correspondence with this [mathematical formula-
tion], into the general precondition for the constitution of the functional 
relation, then physics will have no problem using the concept of cause. All 
of the interpretations of idealist philosophers who focus on the methodol-
ogy of mathematics and physics (e.g., Hermann Cohen, Paul Natorp, Ernst 
Cassirer, et al.) follow this understanding. Seen from this point of view, 
Kirchhoff ’s point includes the transition [that we see in metaphysics] from 
Hume to Kant. It, therefore, precisely corresponds with the spirit of criti-
cal philosophy by leaving behind dogmatism. If that is the case, then there 
should be no problem understanding explanation as the constitution of 
causal relations as functional relations, and to assert that mechanics explains 
the phenomena of movement. Insofar as Kirchhoff has already reformed the 
concept of force and placed it in mechanics, the concepts of cause and expla-
nation should also be changed in relation to it, and he would have to accept 
their legitimate presence in mechanics. There is absolutely no reason why we 
ought to eliminate these concepts from physics. 

The concept of description, which Kirchhoff takes to be the duty of phys-
ics instead of explanation, is normally understood to mean reproducing phe-
nomena as they are. But his “complete and simplest description” is not about 
narrating phenomena as they are. Rather, it seeks the fundamental equation 
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of movement. This is what Hermann von Helmholtz refers to as “to nar-
rate precisely the law that becomes the foundation of phenomena.”6 Natorp 
also argues that it is to make sense of “elements corresponding with each 
other and making a whole system; and if we say it in terms of mathematics, 
it is function, and in terms of natural science, it is the law.”7 Thus, law and 
equation are not anything given in phenomena at all. They are that which 
thought abstracts and constitutes from experience through hypothesizing 
the concepts of “point mass,” “uniform velocity,” “acceleration,” etc., which 
do not appear in actual experience. This is the reason Wundt states that

description in Kirchhoff ’s mechanics not only begins from the mathematical 
point that does not appear anywhere in the realm of nature, but also breaks 
velocity into three elemental forms in accordance with the directions of 
space and introduces the concept of force pertaining to motion. This is not 
describing phenomena but abstracting and constituting them.8 

If we consider this point further, then not only the law, but also the 
so-called phenomena themselves simply are not given to be reproduced 
or described. Naïve common-sense thinks that it suffices for knowledge 
to reproduce or describe natural phenomena because an object is given 
apart from thinking equipped with its complete determination, while the 
changes in these objects limit each other and thereby shape a single system 
of “nature.” But there is no way [for us] to comprehend how knowledge 
can reproduce or describe the phenomena of [these] changes in entirely 
independent objects. If we look at this idea from the critical standpoint, it 
is totally erroneous. Rather, from the critical standpoint, the natural phe-
nomena that we experience are, in fact, what thought determines and con-
stitutes. The relation of fundamental moments that derive from thinking 
as the foundation of that determination or constitution is what we call the 
“law”; to abstract the law from experience is precisely to extract these funda-
mental relations—that which thought has constituted for the establishment 
of individual experiences—as complete determinations. This is why there is 
no room in the critical discussion for description in the sense of reproduc-

6. Helmholtz 1903, 1: 13. 
7. Natorp 1910, 67. 
8. Wundt 1907, 2: 367. 
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tion. If we were still to try and give some kind of significance to the term, 
“description” (beschreiben), it would have to be the sense of “description” 
that Natorp raises in relation to the example of “drawing a circle” (einen 
Kreis beschreiben), i.e., “constitution” (Konstruieren).9 In this manner, so 
long as Kirchhoff ’s true intention lies in the constitution of the law or the 
equation, it ought to be clear that we should not seek the significance of 
physical knowledge outside of constitution. 

In this manner, if the true meaning of description lies in constitution, it 
cannot be a concept that contradicts explanation as Kirchhoff thinks. As we 
have already mentioned, explanation signifies the constitution of the causal 
relation as the functional relation. So, causality is a single category that 
thinking follows in its process of determining and constituting natural phe-
nomena. Insofar as physics, unlike mathematics or geometry, takes phenom-
ena in the realm of nature for its objects, this category is indispensable for 
it, and all laws are based on this [category]. Therefore, for physics, to consti-
tute the law is exactly [for it] to constitute the causal relation that establishes 
phenomena. Thus, two concepts—explanation and description—become 
one in the concept of constitution. 

ii

Ernst Mach is often perceived as having inherited and developed 
Kirchhoff ’s viewpoint because Mach’s theory is similar to Kirchhoff ’s. In 
fact, Mach admits that his theory has attracted attention from a wider audi-
ence throughout the world because of Kirchhoff ’s growing influence, but at 
the same time he ardently argues that his theory has a completely indepen-
dent origin that predates Kirchhoff. Also, in terms of its claims, it is much 
more thorough and consistent [than Kirchhoff ’s viewpoint].10 Two years 
before Kirchhoff ’s Lectures on the Mechanics, Mach expressed his thought 
for the first time in an essay entitled, “The History and Root of the Princi-
ple of the Conservation of Work (Die Geschichte und die Wurzel des Satzes 
der Erhaltung der Arbeit)” (1872), and ten years later when he published 
“Mechanics and its Development (Die Mechanik in ihrer Entwicklung)” 

9. Natorp 1910, 366.
10. Mach 1883, 258–9. 
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(1883), he became famous along with the influence of Kirchhoff and gen-
erated a number of followers. Mach’s attitude, which starkly differs from 
Kirchhoff, lies in the fact that Kirchhoff assumes the standpoint of a pure 
scientist who has just established a new theory based purely on the method 
of mechanics and does not claim any particular philosophical standpoint; 
whereas Mach rejects metaphysics, and yet, while professing to take up the 
standpoint of a natural scientist, he actually holds a particular philosophi-
cal standpoint on the basis of which claims a methodology of science.11 His 
major works, such as The Analysis of Sensations and Knowledge and Error 
clearly testify to this point.12 

According to Mach, all that exists is a compound of sensations. Whether 
it is color, sound, heat, or pressure, even space or time, there is nothing that 
is not an element of sensation. Furthermore, what we call “will” is a repre-
sentation or a condition of an anticipated motion;13 and we can demon-
strate that feelings are also thin sensations (in the sense that they have not 
yet been closely analyzed because they are not limited to any particular 
sensory organ) through the fact that other sensations change into [feel-
ings of ] pleasure or pain.14 There is nothing in all of that of which we are 
conscious that could be anything other than sensation. Then, none of 
these sensational elements can stand alone, but they are inter-related with 
each other. Yet among them, the relatively permanent compounds leave 
impressions in our memory and come to be expressed in language. The 
first of them consist of color, sound, pressure, etc., which are compounds 
united in functional relations in space and time; they are called “things”  
(物体). Second, among these things, those that have certain particular char-
acteristics are bodies and the compounds of memory, feelings, sensations, 
etc., especially those that are united to bodies are egos. Change in an ego in 
its healthy state is quite slow and infrequent—such that it possesses conti-
nuity, but by no means does it have absolute permanence. Similarly, things 
are also changeable and we cannot at all say that they are immutable or per-
manent. The notion of elements that constitute objects is generated out 

11. Mach 1906, Vorwort. Cf. Kuwaki 1906. 
12. Mach 1911. 
13. Mach 1911, 82.
14. Mach 1911, 17.
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of the distinction between the parts that changed over a certain period of 
time and the parts that did not. In this sense, since there is relatively less 
change in the sense of touch, we think of this sense as if it were the core 
of an object having other frequently changing elements as its attributes. We 
thereby give it a higher level of actuality than we give other elements. But 
this [sense of touch] is also one of the sensations, and if we were to remove 
[from it] all of the sensational elements, there would be nothing left. It is an 
illusion to think as if there were a so-called “thing in itself ” deep behind the 
compound of sensations. Thus, it is contrary to fact to think that there is an 
object that exists apart from sensations and also that this object acts on the 
ego and causes sensation; on the contrary, sensational elements constitute 
the object. Yet, since the concept of sensation essentially originates when a 
compound called “object” constitutes a functional and dependent relation 
vis-à-vis the compound of the ego through the compound called the “body,” 
we should simply call it an element that is abstracted from this relation with 
ego and constitutes things as the object of physics. Such elements are united 
through the functional relation and constitute the compound of elements. 
The concept of thing is simply the sign that thinking sets forth in relation to 
this compound of elements, and so, it cannot possibly exist apart from the 
sensation.

From the standpoint of phenomenologism, what then is the problem of 
natural science? The answer is: to reproduce facts in thought (Tatsachen in 
Gedanken nachbilden). In other words, the purpose of science is fulfilled just 
so long as thought becomes the representative of facts of sensation or if it 
corresponds well with new facts. Thus, science carries economic characteris-
tics in its foundation. Thinking is not to reproduce facts in general. It is only 
to reproduce the aspects [of facts] that are important to us in accordance 
with a purpose that is generated—either directly or indirectly—from actual 
demands. Hence, we also find the appearance of economic characteristics 
here. If that is the case, then what is this process of reproduction? Thought 
can essentially only reproduce permanent aspects in facts, and also, it alone 
can provide profits in terms of economy. Hence, it aims at analyzing ele-
ments of facts, abstracting those that have relatively more constancy, giving 
the unifying title of concept to their compounds, and expressing the rela-
tions between them. If we explain this in terms of mathematics, it is deter-
mining the basic variable and its function; and the principles in physics, in 
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short, express such functional relations. What we call “causality” is nothing 
but this functional relation and “to explain in accord with the causal princi-
ple” is just to ground thinking in which the constancy of this relation is small 
in thinking in which the constancy of this relation is large. The mechanical 
relation is what we choose as the most certain thought out of these. But, 
since this relation is also what thinking has abstracted from the facts, the 
causal explanation is nothing other than the reproduction/description of 
facts. But it does not describe one individual case after another; rather, it 
describes the relation of constant elements common to all these cases and 
provides a model for individual cases. To express the phenomena that con-
stitute the telos of physics through a differential equation is, in short, pre-
cisely to conduct a general description through elements. This serves the 
purpose of the “economy of thought.” 

iii

I have given a summary of Mach’s philosophy in the previous sec-
tion. Now the question is: is it permissible, in terms of psychology, that he 
has reduced all of the elements of consciousness to sensations? He argues 
that, since will is the condition for the possibility of represented motion, its 
elements should be reduced to sensations and also that the feelings of plea-
sure and pain are a kind of sensation; but is not this philosophy an old-fash-
ioned sensationalism that ignores current psychology? Feelings and will 
cannot exist independently apart from sensational elements. These three 
always accompany each other and constitute psychological experience in 
concreto. So, it is also a fact that sensational elements within that [process of 
constituting psychological experience] are easily unified into the concept in 
order to constitute relatively constant perceptual-representations. For that, 
however, we cannot deny the mind (情意 Gemüt) that is a particular aspect 
of experience. Mach’s reduction of it to sensation indicates a dogmatism that 
ignores concrete experience. 

Next, psychology acknowledges that sensation, considered as an element 
of experience, is the result of an abstraction. Sensations never become, by 
themselves, the contents of consciousness in a concrete experience. Experi-
ence always appears as a unity of complex content; we analyze it and abstract 
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sensation as a kind of indivisible and simple element from it. Therefore, 
when we explain the establishment of the content of consciousness from 
these sensational elements, it is insufficient to analyze just these elements. 
Seen from the vantage point of psychology, it is necessary to clarify the law 
that combines and unifies these elements and enables concrete experience. 
If we think about this from the standpoint of epistemology, it is absolutely 
impossible to take, as Mach does, sensation to be a fundamentally indepen-
dent and given condition. As Cohen emphasizes in his Logic, sensations can 
only exist as a determination of thought if they are seen from the standpoint 
of epistemology.15 They cannot be the given condition that is independent 
of all thought whatsoever, that appear only in the process of knowledge, 
through what he calls the category of “consciousness.” Also, in the process of 
knowledge, the establishment of what Mach calls compounds of sensations 
as things, logically precedes the establishment of sensations. Psychologically 
speaking, we should see that perceived representations are established from 
sensations, but logically speaking, an experiential fact, namely, the unity of 
things and of the processes of their changes, is established as a determination 
of thought first. The further determination of sensations appears as thought 
reflects on the relations of these objects to cognitions themselves. If I am to 
borrow Kant’s terms, empirical facts are generated only through the three 
categories of quantity, quality, and relation, but the concept of sensation 
only appears when we reach modality. To take this [sensation] to be the first 
given condition, as Mach does, is precisely the standpoint of psychoanalysis 
and is hardly that which pertains to the critique of knowledge (認識批評).  
Also, since he tried to explain the establishment of objective knowledge 
from such a psychoanalytical standpoint, he encountered a serious difficulty. 
He thought that the empirical fact is established merely through combina-
tions of sensational elements, and he does not admit the fact that a priori 
thought becomes the foundation for the establishment of so-called facts, 
through which the objectivity of facts takes place for the first time. Addi-
tionally, it is clear that a fact is a single objective value for Mach and that 
it cannot be generated from sensations as mere subjective elements. In this 
sense, Mach tried to avoid this problem by giving the concept of sensations 
objective significance, whose sense is more than what we can usually mean in 

15. Cohen 1922.
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the field of psychology. According to him, “my sensation and other’s sensa-
tion are essentially the same element and these elements often relate to each 
other through egos as their unifying point.”16 Thus, what he calls “sensation” 
cannot only be elements of individual consciousness, but also a “world-ele-
ment”17 that constitutes individual egos and material objects; and through 
this constant unity of elements, objective facts are established. In this man-
ner, Mach made the “objective fact” possible. But doesn’t this claim actually 
go against the anti-metaphysical tendency he advocates and thereby erects 
instead a rather dogmatic sensationalist metaphysics? In his framework, sen-
sations alone are actual existence (jitsuzai 実在). An objective fact is nothing 
but the unity of these sensations as a “world-element.” If this is the case, then 
how can thought appropriately respond to this objectively given fact and 
the knowledge of physics be established? Is there not any way in which to 
explain these [points] unless we hypothesize a harmony between facts and 
thought in the first place? In the end, I have to say that Mach made a leap 
from psychoanalysis to a metaphysical assumption, and he completely left 
behind the standpoint of the critique of knowledge (認識批評). 

Since an empirical fact is supposed to be given independently of 
thought—not only in naïve realism, but also in the sensational phenomenol-
ogism that Mach, for instance, claims—there is no possible way to explain 
how thought can appropriately respond to experience and abstract from it 
a relation of universal elements as a principle. It is a mistaken idea to take 
so-called “abstract thought” to be completely apart from experience and to 
be the activity of selecting particular characteristics from individual experi-
ences as the given facts, and of constructing a concept by abstracting com-
mon characteristics. As I have shown above, we can solve this problem only 
if we think that experience is not given prior to thought, but established 
through the process of thought. Experience means complete thought-deter-
mination in the “here” and “now”; and so-called abstract thought, which 
serves as the foundation of induction, abstracts a basic determination of 
thought that enables the establishment of such experiences and establishes 
it as the grounding principle that enters into individual experiences and 
enables their establishment. The purpose of science is precisely to seek such 

16. Mach 1911, 294. 
17. Mach 1911, 26.
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an “invariant” in experience. Thus, the concept that it makes is not empty 
content arrived at as a result of discarding the determinations of experiences, 
as we do in formal logic, but it is rich content that becomes the foundation 
of individual experiences and contains various determinations as possi-
bilities, as if they were a functional series of values in mathematics.18 That 
thought responds well to experience does not mean that thought appro-
priates itself to experience as something entirely foreign to it, but rather it 
means that thought constitutes a basic thought-determination that imme-
diately enables the establishment of experience. It is possible that a princi-
ple of physics expresses a functional relation inherent between elements of 
experience because individual facts of physical experience are established on 
the basis of such thought-determinations. It is right for Mach to say that 
a causal explanation is nothing but a description of the functional relation 
between elements of experience, and as I have mentioned earlier, it is a fact 
that the hypothesis of objective realism—where the object exists completely 
independently of the subject and they mutually act on one another—is 
unnecessary for the study of physics; the functional relation in mathematics 
fully suffices to meet the demand of causality. However, to describe this rela-
tion does not mean to reproduce what is given, but to constitute the relation 
through thought, that is to say, it is, after all, reducible to the same [concept 
of explanation] as that which we can accept as a true explanation in terms 
of the critique of knowledge, as I have already mentioned in relation to the 
critical commentary on Kirchhoff. In this sense, Cassirer says:

To “describe” a natural process in quantitative equations, in the sense of 
mathematical phenomenalism, means also to “explain” it in the only scien-
tifically admissible sense.…. The concept of “description” is only justified and 
admissible when we take it in an active sense.19 

The task of science is to constitute those thought determinations that 
are common in individual experiences as a basic principle in this manner, 
and it is a fact that this serves as the reason for its experience of thinking. 
However, the result is not always the purpose. Indeed, if we psychologically 
trace back the generation of knowledge, we could say that it has come to 

18. Cassirer 1910, 1–34.
19. Cassirer 1910, 349; English trans., 263–4.
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be for the sake of a real demand for the preservation and development of a 
species; and also, science’s real purpose is basically to organize knowledge 
of nature in order to economize thought. But to say that developed science 
takes thought-economy as its main purpose goes against the facts, even if we 
say it in a psychological sense. As Max Planck argues, the reason why great 
scientists advocated new theories, even when it involved defying inherited 
views and rebelling against powerful ecclesiastic authority, is not because 
they were led by an economic purpose, but rather by the conviction that one 
world-picture that the self speculates is an actually true picture (jitsuzai).20 
What Mach presents as economical thinking only explains the motive for 
the generation of science. The actual progress of science does not take this 
as its purpose, but rather takes its purpose to be knowledge itself. As Wundt 
indicates, the idea of economical thinking unknowingly includes in its 
foundation the supposition that all of the principles of natural science are 
nothing more than optional hypotheses, and they are chosen from among 
countless other possible hypotheses simply in accordance with the standard 
of convenience.21 However, this hypothesis is possible only if we accept the 
dogmatic theory that a determined fact exists independently of knowledge 
and that a principle of science is only the result of thinking’s reproducing the 
[fact] for the sake of convenience. As I have discussed earlier, if we depart 
from this dogmatic standpoint in order to stand on the truly critical stand-
point—that is, if we think that the empirical fact is established through 
a determination of thought and regard a principle to be a fundamental 
thought-determination that serves as the enabling cause for the establish-
ment of such experience—then will we have no room for accepting this kind 
of hypothesis. Mach’s theory of economical thinking arises as a result of dis-
missing the fundamental problem in his theory of knowledge. 

iv

In the previous section, we have clarified [two things] through cri-
tiques of Kirchhoff and Mach: (1) the establishment of a so-called empir-
ical fact actually awaits a determination of thought; and (2) to describe a 

20. Planck 1909, 36. 
21. Wundt 1907, 2: 301. 
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law of physics means nothing other than constituting the functional rela-
tion between fundamental moments of thought—thought that serves as 
the enabling ground for the establishment of such experience. If that is the 
case, then the question is this. Does thought’s constitutive determination of 
empirical facts depend only on its own true nature? Does it not wait for 
anything else? Does thinking create “actual existence” (jitsuzai) whereby 
it can exist apart from thinking? It is erroneous for empiricists like Mach 
to hold that empirical facts are given prior to thinking and that thinking 
then responds to them. But could there be any other existence (jitsuzai) to 
which thinking (given independent of other thoughts) might appropriately 
respond? Could physicists be satisfied with the “world-picture” that they 
reach in the end of their studies if it is understood to be the mere product of 
thought? Or would they demand that this [picture] be knowledge of actual 
existence (jitsuzai), existing independently of thought? I would like to think 
about these questions and define a bit more precisely the concept of con-
stitution that we have understood as the true meaning of description. As 
we mentioned above, what we call an “empirical fact” indicates a complete 
thought-determination; but if thought generates its determinations com-
pletely in accordance with its own law, then why do empiricists like Mach, 
nay, even common-sense in general, think that experience is given prior to 
thought? Natorp explains this by saying that perceptive facts that exist in 
the “here” and “now” are not, in fact, given in the beginning but are the final 
goal of knowledge that is required as the eternal X. But because they are a 
priori requirements, they look as though they were given in the beginning.22 
However, why is the empirical fact required as the final goal of thought in 
this manner? If we reduce it to the true nature of thinking, or say that it goes 
beyond the domain of being (sein) that logic deals with, or that it belongs to 
the realm of “sollen,”23 that’s all we can say about it. But is it possible to give 
some kind of answer to it? If we conceive of perceptive experience as a com-
plete determination, or a foreseen ideal that the infinite process of thought 
tries to approach, wouldn’t it be difficult to explain the addition of a new 
experience that could be a great cause that promotes the progress of physics? 
Could the empirical fact that we call the discovery of radium be understood 

22. Natorp 1910, 96.
23. Natorp 1910, 96.
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fully and simply as a foreseen ideal? It is an excellent insight of transcen-
dental idealism that an empirical fact can be established only through a 
determination of thought, but I think that a sufficient explanation of actual 
knowledge becomes difficult when [transcendental idealism] conceives of it 
completely as the product of thought and further refuses to acknowledge a 
standard that is independent of thought. 

As all transcendental idealists would strongly argue, there cannot be any 
determination prior to thought. But no one can deny that there is the fact 
of consciousness, which does not yet enter into the “category of existence” 
or the “given category,” and which we should call a fundamental kind of 
experience. Nay, if we think about thought itself, apart from the side of its 
particular content, but from the side of its process, then we can see it as this 
kind of direct experience. Since this direct experience is prior to the deter-
mination of thought and is not yet framed into the categories, it is actual 
existence (実在 jitsuzai) independent of thought, where thought is rather a 
single appearance of actual existence. Would not the norm of thinking, i.e., 
“oughtness” (sollen), lie in this actual existence? Would not the categories 
originate from it? And would not perceptive experience as a complete deter-
mination of thought, which Natorp views as the foreseen ideal, also have 
its foundation in this jitsuzai? Both Mach’s empiricism and our common-
sense in general confuse (1) immediately experienced existence (jitsuzai) 
and (2) empirical facts that are established for the first time through a deter-
mination of thought. In terms of the critique of knowledge, these should 
be clearly distinguished from each other. If we think in this way, the afore-
mentioned “addition of new experience” can be easily understood as a new 
determination of thinking that happens through the process of the manifes-
tation of actual existence (jitsuzai). Knowledge cannot be established apart 
from thought, and further, thought is an aspect of existence’s manifestation. 
And since its norm originates in existence in itself, [thought] is knowledge 
of actual existence in that sense. The foundation of the unity of the physical 
world-picture lies here also.24

If existence (jitsuzai) is experienced independently of thought and 

24. What I have argued so far owes much to the ideas that Prof. Nishida has demonstrated 
in his text, An Inquiry into the Good, and his article, “On the Claim of Pure Logicism in the 
Theory of Knowledge” (Nishida 1937). 
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thought both determines and establishes experience in accordance with the 
norm given by existence, then we can say that, in a certain sense, knowledge 
is that which reconstructs existence. In this case, what we have previously 
clarified as the true significance of description in physical knowledge (i.e., 
construction [Konstruieren]) is the re-construction (Rekonstruieren) of exis-
tence by thought. To wit, thought does not creatively construct experience 
merely in accordance with its own law, but in accordance with the norm 
given by experience. It responds to existence and constitutively determines 
empirical facts. A law of physics expresses functional relations between fun-
damental moments of thought during this reconstruction of existence; and 
in this sense, we can say that it is a law of existence. The duty of a physicist is 
to establish a law of existence precisely in this sense. 
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